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Abstract. The first half of this paper investigates the accepting powers of various types of simple 
one-way multihead finite automata. It is shown that 
(1) for each k a 1, simple one-way (k + l)-head finite automata re more pcwerful than simple 
one-way k-head finite automata. 
(2) for each k a 2, nondeterministic simple one-way k-head finite automata re more powerful 
than deterministic ones, and 
(3) for each k ~2, sensing simple one-way k-head finite automata re more powerful than 
non-sensing ones. 
In the latter half, closure properties for various types of simple one-way multihead finite 
automata re investigated. 
Finally, we demonstrate that languages accepted by nondeterministic sensing simple one-way 
a-head finite automata re related to some open problem concerning deterministic and nondeter- 
ministic tape-bounded Turing computations. 
1. Introduction and preliminaries 
Many investigations about one-way multihead finite automata (MHFA’s) have 
been made [l-6]. (The reader is referred to [4,5] for formal definition of the 
MHFA.) Recently, Ibarra, Sahni and Kim [8,9] introduced the ‘simple’ MHFA 
which is a restricted version of the MHFA. The simple MHFA is the MHFA whose 
only one head (called the ‘reuding’ head) is capable of distinguishing the symbols in 
the input alphabet, and whose other heads (called the ‘counting’ heads) can only 
detect whether they are on the left endmarker ‘$‘, the right endmarker ‘$’ or on a 
symbol in the input alphabet. (The reader is referred to [8] for formal definition of the 
simple MHFA.) In [9], it is shown that the emptiness, finiteness, infiniteness, 
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containment, and equivalence problems for the class of languages accepted by 
deterministic simple MHFA’s are solvable, and that this fact can be used to show the 
solvability of some decision problems. As yet, however, the property of the class of 
languages accepted by simple MHFA’s is little known except for the decidability. 
The purpose of this paper is to examine the accepting powers of simple MHFA’s and 
‘sensing’ simple MHFA’s. A sensing MHFA (resp. sensing simple MHFA) is the 
MHFA (resp. simple MHFA) whose heads are allowed to sense the presence of other 
heads on the same input position. (The concept of ‘sensing’ was introduced by Ibarra 
[7].) We use the following notations: 
Dk-HFA : 
Nk-HFA : 
DSNkHFA : 
NSNk-HFA : 
DSPR-HFA : 
NSPk-HFA : 
DSNSPk-HFA : 
NSNSPL-HFA : 
deterministic one-way k-head finite automaton, 
nondeterministic one-way k-head finite automaton, 
deterministic sensing one-way k-head finite automaton, 
nondeterministic sensing one-way k-head finite automaton, 
deterministic simple one-way k-head finite automaton, 
nondeterministic simple one-way k-head finite automaton, 
deterministic sensing simple one-way k-head finite 
automaton, 
nondeterministic sensing simple one-way k-head finite 
automaton 
When an input string x is presented to the MHFA M; IV starts in its initial state 
with each head on the left endmarker 4. Adaccepts the input string x if and only if it 
enters an accepting state at some time after each head reached the right endmarker $. 
We denote by T(M) the set (language) of all inputs accepted by M. Furthermore, we 
denote by aDk-HFA) the class of languages accepted by Dk-HFA’s. LZ(Nk-HFA), 
SDSPk-HFA), . . . , etc. have the same meaning. 
In Section 2 we will investigate how the number of heads of simple one-way 
multihead finite automata affects their accepting powers, and show th&t for each 
kal, 
Z(DSPk-HFA) 5 Z(DSP(k + 1).HFA), 
Z’(NSPk-HFA) s Z(NSP(k + I)-HFA), 
LZ(DSNSPk-HFA) 5 Z(DSNSP( k + 1).HFA) and 
Z(NSNSPk-HFA) s Z(NSNSP(k + l)-HFA). 
In Section 3 we will investigate the difference between the accepting powers of 
nondeterministic and deterministic (sensing) simple one-way multihead finite 
automata, and show that for each ka2, 
%DSPk-HFA) s 9(NSPk-HFA), 
c%DSNSPk-HFA) s aNSNSPk-HFA), 
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u aDSPk-HFA) s 1 pCmdiaNS~k-~~~) and 
lsktao s 
u *DSNSPk-HFA) c, u 6qNSNSPk-HFA). 
lsktoo lsktao 
In Section 4, we will examine the difference between the accepting powers of 
simple and sensing simple one-way multihead finite automata, and show that 
(i) for each k 2 2 and each X E {D, N}, 
9(XSPk-HFA) s ZXSNSPR-HFA) and 
u %XSPk-HFA) 5 u 9(XSNSPk-HFA) 
lsk<ao lrktoo 
(ii) and for each k 32,9(NSPk-HFA) is incomparable with SDSNSPk-HFA). 
In Section 5, we will examine the difference between the accepting powers of 
simple and non-simple one-way multihead finite automata, and show that there is a 
language accepted by some D2-HFA but by no NSNSPR-HFA for any k. 
In Section 6, we will investigate closure properties of the classes of languages 
accepted by simple and sensing simple one-way multihead finite automata, and show 
that for each k 2 2, SDSPk-HFA), ZNSPk-HFA) and 9(DSNSPk-HFA) do not 
form an abstract family of languages (AFL) [lo]. 
In Section 7, we will demonstrate that languages accepted by NSNSP2-HFA’s are 
related to some open problem concerning deterministic and nondeterministic tape- 
bounded Turing computations [1 ‘I, 121. We first show that dP(NSNSP2-HFA) is 
equal to the class of languages accepted by nondeterministic on-l:ne one-counter 
machines [13,14]. By using this fact and Galil’s result [12], it. is shown that 
9(NSNSP2-HFA) is contained in the class of languages accepted by deterministic 
log n tape-bounded Turing machines if and only if the classes of languages accepted 
by deterministic and nondeterminiP?ic L(n) tape-bounded Turing machines are the 
same for all L(n) 2 log n. 
We conclude the paper in Section S where we state a few open problems. 
Let C be a finite set of symbols. Then C* is the set of all finite strings (referred to as 
tapes, or words) of symbols in & including the null string denoted by E. ilr x and y are 
strings in Z?, xy is the string x followed by the string y ; x0 = E, and xk+’ = X~X for all 
k 3 0; I(x) is the length of x. Let X and Y be sets of strings. The concatenation of
X and Y is the set XY = {xy 1 x in X and y in Y}. The reverse of X is the set 
XR= (x R 1 x in X}, where xR is the reverse of x. The Kleene r!aure of X is the set 
X* = l&o X’, where Xk is defined by X0 = {E} and X’+’ = X”X for all k a 0. Let 
x+=x*+). 
The reader is referred to [ 1 l] for undefined terms. 
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2, Hierarchies based on the number of counting heads 
It is shown [d] that for each k 2 1 and each X E (0, N}, 
$(Xk-HFA) 5 9(X(k + 1).HFA) and 
,9(XSNk-HFA) 5 Zf(XSN(k + l)-HFA). 
In this section we show that the similar hierarchy also holds for simple and sensing 
simple one-way multihead finite automata. 
We first give the following lemma whose proof is omitted since it may readily be 
proved. 
Lemma 2.1. Let L and L’ be languages over disjoint alphabets. Let L be a regular set. 
Then LL’ is in LE(XSNSPk-HFA) (X E (D, N), k 2 1) ifand only if L’ is in 9(XSNSPk- 
HFA). 
For any simple (or sensing simple) one-way multihead finite automaton M, we 
define the ‘configuration’ of M to be a combination of the 
(1) state of the finite control, and 
(2), positions of counting heads on the input word. 
Lemma 2.2. For each k a 1, let 
Tk ={()“‘l()m~l . m l 1()““20”‘1()“‘1 
l l l BOmkas 1 Vi(l6 i < k)[mi 2 1] & 
(a&(0,1,2)) SC (s 30)). 
(1) Tk E aDSP(k + I)-HFA) and 
(2) TkCE(NSNSPk-HFA). 
Proof. (1) The set Tk is accepted by the DSP( k + 1).HFA M which acts as follows: 
Let R be the reading head of M, and H1, Hz, . . . , Hk be the counting heads of M 
Consider the case when an input word 
&)“‘1()“21 II. . l()m*2()m~l()m~l.. . lO”~a”$ 
is presented to A& (Input words in different form from the above can easily be 
rejected by M) When R reads each symbol in {$, 1,2, a}, M moves R and all 
counting heads simultaneously one cell to the right. While R reads the subword Omi, 
M moves R and all counting heads other than Hi simultaneously to the right, leaving 
the counting head Ha on the left end of Omi. Then while R reads the subword Omi, M 
moves, for every one right move of R, Hi two cells and all counting heads other than 
Hi orre cell to the riglht. (Note that for each i (1 G i G k), when R is situated at the left 
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end of O”:, Hi is on the mith cell left from R.) Moving each head in this way, 1IM 
accepts the input word if and only if R and all counting heads reach the right 
endmarker $ at the same time. 
(2). To prove (2), by Lemma 2.1, it is sufficient to show that the language 
Ak = {b}* Tk, where b& (0, P,2, a}, cannot be accepted by any NSNSPk-HFA. 
Suppose that there is an NSNSPR-HFA 1M accepting Ilk, and that 1M has 4 states. For 
eachnal,let 
V(n) = (b’O”‘10”21 ’ l l 10”~20”~10m21 l 40mkaiI(i~O)& l 
. 
Note that I(w) = 2nk + 2k - 1 for each word w in V(n). Clearly, each word w in V(n) 
is in Ak, and so w is accepted by M 
For each 
w = bi()m11()m21 
l l 9 10mk20m110~1 l 9 l 10mkai E V(n), 
let ‘cor;f(w)’ be the set of configurations of 44 exactly when in the accepting 
computations on $ w $ the reading head begins to read the symbol ‘2’. The following 
statement (A) must hold: 
(A) For any two different words w, W’E V(n), conf(wjnconf(w’)=@ 
(For otherwise suppose that 
w = bi()m11()m21 . . . 1()“k2()“11()“21 . . . lomkai, 
WI= b”0”~10”~1 . . . 1()“~2()“~1()“~1 . . . l()“La”, 
(ml, m2, . . . , mk)#(& mh ...9 mh), and conf(w)nconf(w’)#Ib. Let c be in 
conf( w) n conf( w’). It is clear that if, starting with this configuration a, the reading 
head of A4 proceeds to read the latter half 20m110m21 l . l 10mkai$ of $w$, 1M could 
enter an accepting state. Therefore, by assumption, it follows that the word 
wfl=bi’Om~lOm~l . . . 1()“~2()“11()“21 c.. 10”ka’ 
must be also accepted by A4 This contradicts the fact that w” is not in Ak since (ml, 
m2 3**-9 mk) # b-d9 mi, . . . 9 mid*) 
Clearly, 1 V(n)1 = nk, where for any set S, ISI denotes the number of elements of S. 
Let t(n) be the number of possible configurations of A4 when the reading head of A4 
begins to read the symbol ‘2’ of words in V(n). Then we get the inequality 
t(n)cq(2nk+2k-1+2)? 
1 V(n)1 > t(n) holds for large n. Therefore, it follows that for large n there must exist 
different words w, W’E V(n) such that conf(w) n conf(w’) # 0. This contradicts the 
above statement (A), and thus (2) holds. 
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From Le: :ma 2.2 we can get the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.x. For each k > 1 and each X E {D, N}, 
(1) aXSPk-HFA) 5 ZE(XSP( k + l)-HFA), and 
(2) %XSNSPk-HFA) ssXSNSP(k + 1).HFA). 
3. Determinism and nondeterminism 
It is shown [6] that for each ka2, 
aDk-HFA) 5 aNk-HFA), Z(DSNk-HFA) s .z%(NSNk-HFA), 
U 9(Dk-HFA)S U LZ(Nk-HFA) and 
l&ta, lsk<oo 
u SDSNk-HFA) 
lskcao 
s 1 v<m aNSNk-HFA). 
s 
In this section, we show that the similar results also hold for simple and sensing 
simple one-way multihead finite automata. 
Lemma 3.1. For each k 3 1, let 
Ti ={0”‘10”21 l . . 10”~20”a” 1Wi(1 G i < k)[mi 2 1] 
& 3j(l< jb k)[m = mj] & (a f!! (0, 1,2}) & (s 3 1)). 
Then, Ti ti ZZ(DSNSPk-HFA). 
Prwf. To prove the lemma, by Lemma 2.1, it is sufficient o show that the language 
Ai =={b}*T& where be (0, 1,2, a}, cannot be accepted by any DSNSPk-HFA. 
Suppose that there is a DSNSPk-HFA M accepting A;, and that M has y states. For 
each nal,let 
V(n)= ( b’0”110m21 l l l 10”k20mas 1 (GO) 
&Vj(l<jGk)[lamjGn]& i+ i mi=nk 
( j=l > 
&(m31)&(s51)&(m+~s=n+l) . 
I 
Note that I(W) = (k -r l)(n + 1) for each word w in V(n). 
For each w = b’!l”~10m21 l l ’ 10”k20mas in V(n), let N(w)={ml, m2,. . . , mk}* 
For each n 2 1, let S(n) = {N(w) 1 w E V(n)}. As easily seen, 
IS(n)I=e+(l) 
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for each n a k. For each n a 1, let t(n) be the: number of possible configurations of M 
just when the reading head begins to read the symbol ‘2’ of words in V(n). Then we 
get the inequality 
t(n) s q((k + l)(n + 1) + 2)? 
Clearly, IS(n)1 > t(n) for large n. For such n, there must exist two words 
w = #0”40”21 . . . l()“k2()“a” and WI = b”()“~1()“~1 . . . l()“k2()“‘a” 
in V(n) such that N(w) #N(w’) and conf(w) = conf(w’), where for each x in V(n), 
let conf(x) be the configuration of M just when the reading head begins to read the 
symbol ‘2’ in x. Let ‘r’ be in N(w) but not in 1Br(w’). We consider two words 
x =b’()“11()“21 . . . l()“k2()‘a”+‘- and 
x’= b”()“;l()“;l . . . 1()“;2()‘a”+‘-’ 
in V(n). Clearly, x is in Ah, and so x is accepted by M. It follows that x’ is also 
accepted by M, which is a contradiction (note that x’ is not in A:). 
The following lemma is easily proved, and so the proof is omitted here. 
Lemma 3.2. P;br each k a 1 and each XC {D, N}, both 9(XSPk-HFA) wrzd 
s(XSNSPk-HFA) are closed under union with a regular language and intersection 
with a regular language. 
Lemma 3.3. Let 
T:, ={()“11()“2~ . . . 10mk20mas 1 (k 2 1) & Vi(1 G i S k)[mi 3 1] 
& 3j(l s j G k)[m =mj]&(a&{O, 1,2})&(s31)}. 
Then, 
(1) T& E aNSP2-HFTA), and 
(2) T:, e U~tao Z(DSNSPk-HFA). 
Proof. (1) The set T&, is accepted by the NSP2-HFA M which acts as follows. Let R 
and H be the reading and counting heads of M, respectively. Consider the case when 
an input word 
$OYOm21. l l 10mk20ma”$ 
is presented to M. When R reads each symbol in (4, 1,2, a}, M moves R and H 
simultaneously one cell to the right. A4 chooses ome i, 1~ i G k, nondeterministic- 
ally, and moves R and H on the left end of the subword Omi. Then, while R reads the 
subword Omi, M moves only R to the right without moving H. While R reads the 
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subword 0”, M moves the counting head H two cells to the right for every one right 
move of R. Moving each head in this way, 1M acce; c the input word if and only if R 
and H reach the right endmarker $ at the same tj ; 
(2) Suppose that T& is in 9(DSNSPk-HFA) f t,Izle k a 1. Let 
V = (om11()“21 l l l 10”k2()“k+la” 1 Vi(l G i S k + l)[mi a l] 
&(aE{O, 1,2})&(s~l)}. 
Clearly, V is a regular language. From the fact (see Lemma 3.2) that %DSNSPk- 
HFA) is closed under intersection with a regular language, it follows that T& n V = 
Ti (where ‘i-i is the set described in Lemma 3.1) is in Z(DSNSPk-HFA). This 
contradicts Lemma 3.5. 
From Lemma 3.3, we can get the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.1. For each k 2 2, 
(1) $(DSPk-HFA) 5 *NSPk-HFA), and 
(2) SDSNSPk-HFA) s aNSNSPk-HFA). 
Furthermore, 
(3) Ufrk<m aDSPk-HFA)SUIGkCao 9(NSPk-HFA), and 
(41 Ulrk<m aDSNSPk-HFA) c, Ulsk<m aNSNSPk-HFA). 
From Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 3.3, we can also get the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.2. For each k 2 2 and each r (2 s r s k), 
(1) aDSP( k + I)-HFA) is incomparable with SNSPr-HFA), 
(2) aDSP(k + 1).HFA) is incomparable with %NSNSPr-HFA), 
(3) aDSNSP(k + 1).HFA) is incomparable with %NSPr-HFA), and 
(4) aDSNSP(k + l)-HFA) is incomparable with .Z’(NSNSPr-HFA). 
4. T!ie effect of sensing function 
In this section, we will examine the difference between the 
simple and sensing simple one-way multihead finite automata. 
Lemma 4.1. Let L1 =(a”b” 1 n 2 l}*. Then, 
(1) L1 E Z(DSNSP2-HFA), and 
(2) LI sz lJISkeaD aNSPk-HFA). 
accepting powers of 
Proof. (1) The set L1 is accepted by the DSNSP2-HFA IV which acts as follows. 
Let R and I? be the reading and counting heads of M, respectively. We consider 
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the case when an input word 
~an~bmIanzbmz. . . anrbmr$ 
is presented to 1M. 1M checks in the following manner whether the subword 
a “‘b”‘(l G i s r) is the desired form, i.e., whether ni = mi. M places R and H on the 
left end of a ni. Then, 1M moves only R on the left end of bmi, without moving H. After 
that, 1M moves H two cells to the right for every one right move of R, until R reaches 
the left end of ani+? Moving each head in this wqy, 1M can detect that rti = mi by 
seeing that R and H reaches the left end of ani+l at the same time. M accepts the 
input word if and only if it ascertains that ni = mi for each i (1 G i s r). It is obvious 
that T(M) = L1. 
(2)’ Suppose that there is an NSPk-HFA (k 3 1) 1M accepting L1, and that 1M has s 
states. We assume without loss of generality that IM does not use the left endmarker 
4, since for any NSPk-HFA B with the left and right endmarkers, we can construct an 
NSPk-HFA B’ without the left endmarker such that T(B’) = T(B). 
Consider the word w = ~1x2 l l * xk, where Xi =x (1 G i G k), x = yly2 l l l yn (n > 
s), and yi = ailai2 l l l ainbn (aij = a, 1 G i, j G n). Clearly, w is in L1, and so there is a 
computation C&w) of 1M on w $ that leads to acceptance. For each i (1 s i s k), let 
N(i) be the number of counting heads that reach the right endmarker $ while the 
reading head R reads the subword xi, in the accepting computation CM(W). Since M 
has only (k - 1) counting heads, it follows that N(r) = 0 for some r (1 s r +k). 
Consider the case when in the accepting computation CM( w ) R reads the subword xr 
such that N(r) = 0. For each symbol Qij (aij = a) let 4ij be the state in which M is when 
R moves onto ai,-. Since y1> s, for each yi M must be in the same state at least twice on 
the yi)s, i.e., for every i (1 =Z i G n) there exist j, I (1 G j < I s n) such that qij = qil. For 
each yi, let ai be one such state being repeated and let aiji and aiui be cwo U’S in yi 
where the entering state is qi (1 G ji C Ui s yt). Since there are n 0s) segments of y’s, 
q* = 4, for some m and I (1 G m < 1 s n). Note that while R reads x, 1M acts like an 
ordinary one-way finite automaton [ll]. Let z be the word obtained from xr by 
moving (U* -jm) a’s from ym to the segment of a’s in yl, and let w’ be the word 
obtained from w by replacing xr with z. It follows from the above note that M will 
have an accepting computation on w’$. But, w’&&. Part (2) follows from this 
contradiction. 
From Lemma 4.1, we can get the following theorem: 
Theorem 4.1. For each k 2 2 and each X E {D, N}, 
(1) 9(XSPk-HFA) 5 3?(XSNSPk-HFA), and 
(2) Ul+C<oo %(XSPk-HFA) 5 Ulsk<m SXSNSPk-HFA). 
1 Our techniques follow those of Ibarra et al. in [8]. 
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From Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 3.3, we can also get the following theorem: 
Theorem 4.2. (1) For each k 2 2,Z(NSPk-HFA) is incomparable wit+ Z(DSNSPk- 
HFA). 
(2) Ulszk<ai SNSPk-HFA) is incomparable with Ulsktao aDSNSPk-HFA). 
Remark 4.1. It is well-known [2] that the language L = {02” 1n 3 1} can be accepted 
by no Nk-HFA for any k. On the other hand, L is accepted by some DSN3-HFA 
[IS]. It follows from these facts that for each k 3 3 and each X E {D, N}, Zf(Xk- 
HFA) s aXSNk:HFA). It is not known whether %X2-HFA) 5 aXSN2-HFA) for 
each X E {D, N}. 
5. Simple versus non-simple multibead automata 
In this section, we will examine the difference between the accepting powers of 
simple and non-simple one-way multihead finite automata. 
Lemma 5.1. Let 
T,={()“110m2~ . . . 1()“k20”~~()“21 l l l 10mkas 1 
(k~l)&Wi(lGi~k)[mi~l] 
&(a&{O, 1,2)&(ssO}. 
Then 
(1) Tao E aD2-HFA), and 
(2) G&J lsktao flNSNSPk-HFA). 
Proof. It is obvious that Tao is accepted by a D2-HFA. By using Lemma 2.2(2), the 
similar arguments to those in the proof of Lemma 3.3(2) show that Tao can be 
accepted by no NSNSPk-HFA for any k. 
From Lemma 5.1, we can get the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.1. For each k 2 2 and each X E {D, N}, 
(1) Z(XSPk-HFA) s SXk-HFA), and 
(2) =Z(XSNSPk-HFA) s aXSNk-HFA). 
Furthermore, 
(3) u lsk<oo aXSPk-HFA) 5 UIGk<co Z(Xk-HFA), and 
(41 u lsktao aXSNSPk-HFA) 5 utsk<oo aXSNk-HFA). 
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Remark 5.1. The language L in Remark 4.1 is in aDSNSP3-HFA) but not in 
U lsktao Z!(Nk-HFA) [15,2], It follows from this and Lemma 5.1 that for each k 2: 3 
and each X, YE {D, N}, 9(XSNSPk-HFA) is incomparable with ZE(Yk-HFA). 
6. Closure properties 
In this section, we will investigate closure properties of the classes of languages 
accepted by simple aald sensing simple one-way multihead finite automata. 
We first examine closure properties for the deterministic ase. 
Lemma 6.1. Let Lz = (a “b” 1 n 3 1) and 
L~={w E{a, b}* 1 (l(w)a3) & (l(w) isodd) 
& (the center symbol in w is ‘a’)). 
Then, 
(1) LzL3 E flDSNSP%-HFA), and 
(2) (L*L3)R g u lsk<oo 6P(DSNSPk-HFA). 
Proof. (1) The language LzL3 is accepted by the DSNSP2-HFA In which acts as 
follows. Let R and H be the reading a:id counting heads of A4, respectively. M first 
moves R and H on the first cell right from the left endmarker $, and ascertains that 
the symbol under R is ‘a’. Then, A# moves H two cells to the right for every one right 
move of R, until R reads the symbol ‘b’ for the first time. After that, M moves, 
without moving H, R to the right until R meets H, ascertaining that R continues to 
read the symbol ‘b’, Then, M moves only H one cell to the right without moving R. 
After that, 1M moves H two cells to the right for every one right move of R. Moving 
each head in this way, SlM accepts the input word if and only if R reads ahe symbol ‘a ’ 
when H reaches the right endmarker $. 
(2) Suppose that (LzL~)~ E~~DSNSPR-HFA) for some k 3 1, and that M is a 
DSNSPk-HFA with q states which accepts (LzL3)R. For each n 3 1, let 
V(n)=(bnwbr1ar2 1 (w~{a, b}*)& (Z(w)=n)&(rl, r+l)& (rl+r2=2n+l)}. 
The following statement (B) must hold: 
(B) When the reading head R of M reads the words (bnwbr1ar2) in V(n), the 
configurations of jV just after R read through the initial segments (b”w) of length 2n 
must be different if the initial segments (b”w) are different. 
(For otherwise suppose that the configurations of jU just after R read through Ge 
initial segments b”w and b”w’ with w # w’ (w, ~%{a, b}*Y Z(w) = Z(w’) = n) are the 
same. Let w = wlaw2 and w’= wibw$, where Z(wI)=l(w~)=s (Osssn-1). 
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Consider the following two words 
v=~nwlaw~bpbra’ and v’=bnw~bw;bPbrar, (p=n+s-l(w2),r=n-s) 
in V(n). Clearly, v E (LzL~)~ (note that Z(b”wl) = l(w2bP) = n +s), and so v is 
accepted by M It follows that v’ must be also accepted by M But, v’ If (L2LdR. The 
statement (B) follows from this contradiction.) 
Let p(n) be the number of words in V(n) whose initial segments of length 2n are 
different. Clearly, p(n) = 2”. On the other hand, let t(n) be the number of possible 
confirgurations of M just after R read through the initial segments (of length 2n) of 
words in V(n). Then we get the inequality 
t(n) G q(4n +3)&-l. 
(Note that Z(X) = 4n + 1 for each word x in V(n).) Clearly, p(n) > t(n) for large n. 
Therefore, it follows that for large n there must be two different initial segments (of 
length 2n) of words in V(n) such that the configurations of M just after when R read 
through them are the same. This contradicts the above statement (B), and thus (2) 
holds. 
Lemma 62. Let LB = (c)*Lz(a nbm 1 n, m 2 I}*, where c & (a, b} and Lz is the 
langgage ghten in Lemma 6. I. Then, 
(1) L4 E aDSP2-HFA), and 
(2) L%U lsk<cio aDSPk-HFA). 
Proof. We prove only (2), since (1) is readily proved. Suppose that Lf E Z(DSPk- 
HFA) for some k 2 1, and that M is a DSPk-HFA with s states which accepts Lf. We 
assume without loss of generality that M does not use the left endmarker 4, since for 
any DSPk-HFA B with the left and right endmarkers, we can construct a DSPk- 
HFA B’ without the left endmarker such that T(B’) = T(B). Consider the word 
w =x1x2 l l l xk (‘k’ is the number of heads of M), where for each r, 1s rs k, 
xr=yrlyrz* l ;yr,, (n>~), yrizbrilbri2* l . brina* (brij=b, lsi, jen). Let N(j) (1~ 
j~k) be the number of counting heads that reach the right endmarker $ while the 
reading head R reads the subword Xj, when the input word w$ is presented to M 
Since M has only (k -1) counting heads, it follows that N(i) = 0 for some i 
(1 s i s k). Let r = min {i 1 N(i) = 0). In the action of M on w$, consider the case 
when R reads the subword xr. For each symbol brij (brij = b) let qrij be the state in 
which M is when R moves onto brik Since n > s, for each yri M must be in 
the same state at least twice on the Yri’S, i.e., for every i (1 G i d n) there exist 
j, I (1 s j < I G n) such that qrij = qrif. For each yri, let dri be one such state being 
repeated and let briji and bhki be two b’s in yri where the entering state is 
qri (lsjl<kiGn). S’ mce there are n 0s) segments of y’s, qrm = qrl for some m 
and I (1~ m c I s n). Let x’ be the word ,obtained from XI by moving (km - jm) b’s 
ffom ym to the segment of b’s in yrl. That is, x’= X~yr(~+1~yr(~+2) l l l ym, 
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where XL = yI1 l . l yr(m-l~b n-u&-i,) n a yr(m+l) l l l Yr(l-116 n+(k, -‘-‘a” (of course, 
1(x;) = Z(y,1 * l l y,/) and Z(x’) = Z(X,)). It follows that the configurations of M just 
after R read through the segment xk of the word 
and the segment y,l of the word 
are the same (note that since N(r) = 0, M acts like a one-way finite automaton [l 1] 
while R reads x,). Therefore, the configurations of M exactly when R begins to read 
two segments cp’s of the words 
U$ =x1x2 . l . +lyrl . l l y&‘$ and u’$ = ~1x2 l * l x,-I#‘$, 
where p = l(yr(l+l) l l l yrnxr+l l l l xk), are the same (note that Z(u) = i(v’) = Z(w) = 
I( w’)). Clearly, v E Lf, and so v is accepted by M It follows that v’ is also accepted by 
A4 But v’g Lf. Part (2) follows from this contradiction. 
From the above lemmas, we can prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.1. (1) For each k 3 2, both ZDSPR-HFA) and s(DSNSPk-HFA) are 
closed under complemen ta tion. 
(2) Fox each k 3 2, neither JZ(DSPk-HFA) nor Z(DSNSPk-HFA) is closed under 
the folio wing operations : 
(4 union, 
(b) intersection, 
(d concatenation, 
k-0 Kleene closure, 
(4 reversal, 
(0 8 &free homomorphism. 
Proof. The proof of (1) is similar to ihe construction for deterministic push.down 
automata s described by Hopcroft and Ullman [l 11. Without loss of generality, we 
may define acceptance of a word by a DSPR-HFA (DSNSPR-HFA) as follovvs: ‘A 
word x is accepted by a DSPk-HFA (DSNSPR-HFA) M if and only if (when $x$ is 
presented to M) the state of M just after all heads of A4 leave the right endmarker $ 
at the same time is an accepting state.’ For each DSPR-HFA (DSNSPR-HFA) ;Mi we 
can constructi aDSPk-HFA (DSNSPk-HFA) M’ accepting the same language: as M 
such that for any input $x$, 
(i) M’ always makes all heads move to the right of the right endmarker $ at the 
same time, and 
(ii) the state of M’ just after all heads leave the right endmarker $ at the same time 
is an accepting state if and only if M accepts the word X. 
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We thus have only to define a new DSPk-HFA (DSNSPk-HFA) in which the 
accepting and non-accepting states are switched. 
We now prove (2). 
(a) For each k a2, let 
Uk ={0”‘10”“1’ l l lO”k-‘10”20”a” 1 
Wi(l<isk-l)[mial]&(nal) 
&3j(lsj<k-l)[m= mJ&(aE{O, 1,2})&(sSl)} 
Vk ={Om1~Om21 l . l 10mk20ma" 1 
Vi(1 s i 6 k)[mi 2 l] & (m = mk) & (a@ (0, 1,2}) & (s 3 1)). 
By using the similar ideas to those in the proof of Lemma 2.2(l), we can easily 
show that the language Uk is accepted by a DSPR-HFA. We can also easily show that 
the language Vk is accepted by a DSPk-HFA (in fact, by a DSP2-HFA). On the other 
hand, Ljk u Vk = T; of Lemma 3.1 and Ti & 6P(DSNSPk-HFA). 
(b) For each k 2 2 and each i (1~ i G k), let 
Tk,i =(()“l10m2~ . . . 10”k2()“~10”~1 . . l l()“~as 1 
Wj(l S jS k)[(mi 2 1) & (rni 2 l)] 
&(mi=t?Z:)&(a@{O, 1,2})&(S~O)}. 
It is easy to see that Tk.i E 9(DSP2-HFA) for any fixed k 2 2 and i (1 s i s k). On the 
other hand, Tk,l n Tk.2 n l l l A Tk,k = Tk of Lemma 2.2 and T& .Z(NSNSPk-HFA). 
Thus Tk& %DSNSPk-HFA). 
(c) Let ~52 and L3 be two languages given in Lemma 6.1. It is easy to see that Lf 
and L3 are in 9(DSP2-HFA). On the other hand, L3Lf = (L2L3)RGUlskca, 
JY(DSNSPk-HFA), by Lemma 6.1(2), and thus L3Lf& Z(DSNSPk-HFA). 
(d) Let 
H={()“l()“‘l l l l 10”~20”a” 1 (m 2 1) & (r 2 0) & Vi(1 6 i S r)[tZi a 1] 
T = WNV*{l))*, and G = H u T. It is easy to see that E? E aDSP2-HFA). It follows 
from this fact and Lemma 3.2 that G E 9(DSP2-HFA). On the other hand, G* n 
T(0)‘(2) (O)‘(a )’ = T& of Lemma 3.3 and T& d_J~s~cm Z(DSNSPk-HFA). It 
follows from this fact and Lemma 3.2 that G*& Ulrkeoo Z(DSNSPk-HFA), and 
thus G* lif Z(DSNSPk-HFA). 
(e) Nonclosure under reversal follows from Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2. 
(f) Let H and T be two languages given above. Let F = T{0}“{3}H, where 
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3 E! (0, 1,2, a}. We can easily show that FE Z(DSP2-HFA). On the other hand, let h 
be the e-free homomorphism defined by h(0) = 0, h(1) = 1, k(2) = 2, h(a) = a, and 
h(3) = 1. Then h(F) = {O)‘{l}T’ oo, where TL is the language given in Lemma 3.3. By 
using similar techniques to those in the proof of Lemma 3.3(2), we: can show that 
h(F)gU l<k<a, aDSNSPk=HFA), thus h(F) S aDSNSPk-HFA). 
Remark 6.1. One can readily show that both UIGkCoo %DSPkHFA) and 
U ls&cao aDSNSPk=HFA) are closed under union, intersection, and complemen- 
tation [9]. On the other hand, one can ascertain from the proof of Theorem &l(2) 
that neither Uisktco flDSPk-HFA) nor u lsktao aDSNSPk-HFA) is closed under 
concatenation, Kleene closure, reversal, or e-free homomorphism. 
We next examine closure properties for the nondeterministic case. 
Theorem 6.2. (1) For each k 2 2, X(NSPk-HFA) is closed under union, reversal, and 
&-free homomorphism. 
(2) For each k 2 2,5?(NSNSPk-HFA) is closed under union, concatenation, Kleene 
closure, reversal, and E-free homomorphism. 
(3) For each k 3 2, neither SNSPk-HFA) nor %NSNSPk-HFA) is closed under 
intersection or complementation. 
(4) For each k 2 2, aNSPk-HFA) is not closed under Kleene closure. 
Proof. (l), (2) The proofs of (1) and (2) are fairly straightforward. Here, we only 
show that aNSNSPk-HFA) is closed under concatenation. (The proofs for other 
closure properties are referred to in [16,17].) 
Let Ml and i& be two NSNSPk-HFA’s. We consider the NSNSPk-HFA M which 
acts as follows. While the reading head of M reads the first part of the input word X, M 
simulates the action of Ml on the first part, and simultaneously remembering in its 
finite control which of k heads of M are nearest o the right endmarker $. Let tk be 
one head which is nearest o $. M nondeterministically guesses the arrival of H at the 
right end of the first part of X, and after that, without moving H, detects the arrivals of 
other heads at the right end of the first part of x by seeing whether or not they have 
met H. If M finds out that Mr accepts the first part in simulating the action of A& in 
this way, M next proceeds to read the latter part of x by simulating the action of Mz, 
and accepts x if and only if the latter part is also accepted by A& It will be obvious 
that T(M) = T(Ml)T(Mz). 
(3) Nonclosure under intersection follows from the arguments in the proof of 
Theorem 61(2b). Nonclosure under complementation follows from nonclosure 
under intersection and the fact that ZZ(NSPk-HFA) (or SNSNSPk-HFA)) is closed 
under union. 
(4) The result follows from Ler.ma 4.1(2) and the fact that the language 
{a%” 1 n 2 1) is easily accepted by some NSP2-HFA (in fact, by some DSP2-HFA). 
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Remark 6.2. One can ascertain that UlZGktoo3(NSPk-HFA) and Ulskeco 
aNSNSPk-HFA) are closed under union, intersection, reversal, and E-free 
homomorphism. One can also see that Ulsktrn Z’(NSNSPk-HFA) is closed under 
concatenation and Kleene closure. Let Tao be the language given in Lemma 5.1. As 
shown in Lemma 5.1, T,& e)lrkCao be(NSNSPk-HFA). On the other hand, as will be 
easily shown, the complement of Too is accepted by an NSP2-HFA. Thus, we can 
conclude that neither lJfgkcoo Z(NSPK-HFA) nor Ulskcao ?8(NSNSPA-HFA) is 
closed u&x complementation. The same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 
6.2(4) show that UlrkcaD aNSPK-HFA) is not closed under Kleene closure. It is not 
known whether 9(NSPk-HFA)(k 2 2) or Ulskcao 3(NSPR-HFA) is closed under 
concatenation. 
7, NSNSP2-HFA languages and the relationship between deterministic and 
nondeterministic tape-bounded ‘Turing computations 
In this section, we demonstrate that langur &es accepted by NSNSP2-HFA’s are 
related to some open problem concerning deterministic and nondeterministic tape- 
bounded Turing computations. The reader is referred to [l 1,121 for a discussion of 
tape bounded Turing machines. 
Lemma 7.1. Z(NSNSP-HFA) is equal to the class, .ZZC, of languages accepted by 
nondeterministic on-line one-counter machines. (The reader is referred to [13,14] for 
definition of nondeterministic on-line one-counter machines.) 
Proof. 9(NSNSP2-HFA) E ?$ : Let M be an NSNSP2-HFA, and let R and H be the 
reading and counting he.dds of M, respectively. Consider the nondeterministic 
on-line one-counter machine M’ which acts as follows. Let R’ be the reading head of 
M’. Given an input word 4x$, M’ simulates the action of M on Qx$ by making R’ 
simulate each move of R and remembering the distance between R and H in the 
counter. (When the counter is zero, M’ detects that R and H are on the same 
input position.) In the simulation, M’ remembers in the finite control which of R 
and H is nearer to the right endmarker $. 
(1) If H is nearer to $ than R, M’ nondeterministically guesses the arrival of H at 
$. Once M’ has guessed the arrival of H at $, M’ simulates the action of M when H 
reads $. M’ enters, an accepting state if and only if 
(i) M’ finds out at some time after R’ reached the right endmarker $ that M enters 
an accepting state, and 
(ii) M’ ascertains that the quess of the arrival of H at $ was right. 
(After the guess of the arrival of H at $, M’ subtracts one from the cou;iter for 
every one right move of R’. Then, M’ can know whether the guess of the errivy of H 
at $ was right, by checking whether the counter is zero when R' reaches $.) 
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(2) On the other hand, if R is nearer to $ than H, M’ directly simulates M 
It will be obvious than M’ accepts the same set as M 
9” c3(NSNSP2=HFA): Let M be a nondeterministic on-line one-counter 
machine. Every nondeterministic on-line one-counter machine is ecprivalent to a 
nondeterministic on-line one-counter machine which operates in realtime 
[14,18,19]. Thus, we assume without loss of generality that M operates in realtime. 
Let R be the reading head of M Consider the NSNSP2-HFA M’ which acts as 
follows. Let R’ and H be the reading and counting heads of M’, respectively. Given 
an input word 4% $, M ’ simulates the action of M on $x $ by making R ’ simulate ach 
move of R and using the distance between R’ and H in place of the counter of M (If 
R’ and H are on the same input position, M’ knows that the counter of M is zero.) In 
the simulation, 
(1) if M unchanges the counter, M’ moves R’ and H simultaneously one cell to the 
right; 
(2) if M adds one to the counter, M’ moves only R’ one cell to the right without 
moving H; 
(3) if M subtracts one from the counter, M’ moves R’ one cell and H two cells to 
thz right. 
By moving each head in this way, M’ can remember the contents of the counter of 
M with the distance between R’ and H. Of course, M’ accepts the input word if and 
only if it finds out that M accepts the input word. Again, it will be obvious that M’ 
accepts the same set as M 
It is an important open problem in the computing theory whether the classes of 
languages accepted by deterministic and nondeterministic L(n) tape-bounded Tur- 
ing machines are the same for L(n) 2 log n. For this problem, Galil showed in [ 121 
that 9= is contained in the class of languages accepted by deterministic log n 
tape-bounded Turing machines if and only if the classes of languages accepted by 
deterministic and nondeterministic L(n) tape-bounded Turing machines are the 
same for all L(n) 3 log n. From this Galil’s result and Lemma 7.1, we can get the 
following theorem: 
Theorem 7.1. For all L(n) 2 log n, .JZ(NSNSP2-HFA) is contained in the class of 
languages accepted by deterministic log n tape-bounded Turing machines if and only if 
the classes of languages accepted by deterministic and nondeterministic L(n) tape- 
bounded Turing machines are the same. 
8. Conclusion 
We conclude the paper by stating a few open problems left in the paper: 
(1) Does Z’(XSN2-HFA) contain properly 9(X2-HFA) (X E {D, N})? 
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(2) For each k a 2, is Z’(NSPL-HFA) closed under concatenation? (We conjecture 
that it is not. Our counterexample is L = {a “b n 1 n 3 1)’ but we have no proof.) 
(3) Is u 1 skta, 9(NSPk- HFA) closed under concatenation? 
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